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 The head of the queen agave has been sliced off. The agave uses the head to attract the butterflies. The agave needs to reproduce as it is the only thing that can really produce baby agaves. The range of agaves are growing in their heights. In the first picture, the tallest agave is the roman agave at 80 ft tall. The Zebrawood trees grow in the marsh and water by the coast. (view pic) The Zebrawood trees
are the largest agave. They look like trees and grow to be almost 100 ft tall. One huge Zebrawood agave has been cut. This map shows the location of the area in the United States. (view map) Location of plants in this area. The area around the big ocean. (view pic) Agaves growing on the beach of the big ocean. (view pic) The Agaves are growing in the marsh of the big ocean. (view pic) The view of

the big agaves. (view pic) The large agave is on the big ocean. (view pic) This is the view of the big agave. The view of the big agave. (view pic) It is not hard to find the agaves on the beach and the marsh. (view pic) The Zebrawood agave on the beach. The Zebrawood Agave in the marsh. The Zebrawood Agave is being cut. The cut Zebrawood Agave. The roots of the Zebrawood agave. The cut roots
of the Zebrawood agave. The main root of the Zebrawood agave. The cut main root of the Zebrawood agave. The bottom of the Zebrawood agave. The cut bottom of the Zebrawood agave. The inside of the roots of the Zebrawood agave. The inside of the cut roots of the Zebrawood agave. The inside of the cut bottom of the Zebrawood agave. The inside of the main root of the Zebrawood agave. The

inside of the main root 82157476af
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